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The third-party governance of environmental pollution and the pollution rights
trading system are two typical examples of modern environmental governance
systems. In China, the quasi-co-owned relationship of pollution rights between
pollution-discharging and pollution-control enterprises is the link through which
to achieve synergy between the two factors. To explore how to achieve such
synergy, first, the “principle of no-fault liability” is introduced, and the
responsibilities of pollution-discharging enterprises and pollution-control
enterprises are defined. Second, based on the quasi-co-owned relationship of
pollution rights, a revenue-sharing mechanism for pollution rights trading is
designed. Finally, a tripartite evolutionary game model consisting of pollution-
discharging enterprises, pollution-control enterprises and local governments is
constructed, and numerical simulation is performed. The results are as follows. 1)
By setting a reasonable market trading price for pollution rights, a reward and
punishment distribution coefficient, an improvement in reputation gains, and a
saving in pollution rights indicators become conducive to the formation of
cooperative relationships between pollution-discharging and pollution-control
enterprises, for which the reasonable range of the reward and punishment
distribution coefficient is (0.3, 0.4]. 2) Regardless of whether a government
subsidy is provided, the optimal range of the revenue-sharing coefficient from
pollution rights trading is [0.5, 0.6]. 3) When a government subsidy is withdrawn,
increasing the market trading price and surplus indicators of pollution rights can
promote the stable operation of the third-party governance model. 4) An
increase in policy support and administrative accountability of higher levels of
government and a reduction in supervision costs for local governments can help
these parties effectively avoid addressing the absence of local government
supervision. It is recommended that third-party governance enterprises
participate in pollution rights trading to implement the main responsibilities of
pollution-discharging and pollution-control enterprises and to set a reasonable
revenue-sharing coefficient and reward and punishment distribution coefficient
of pollution rights.
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1 Introduction

“Lucid waters and lush mountains are invaluable assets.” As
China’s economy enters the stage of high-quality development,
environmental pollution is receiving increasingly widespread
attention from governments at all levels as well as from the
public (Shi et al., 2022). In March 2020, the General Office of the
Communist Party of China (CPC) and the General Office of the
State Council issued the “Guiding Opinions on Building a Modern
Environmental Governance System,” proposing that the third-party
governance of environmental pollution be actively promoted, the
corporate responsibility system for environmental governance be
improved, and the trading of pollution rights be carried out. The
third-party control of environmental pollution refers to a market-
oriented pollution control model in which pollution-discharging
enterprises entrust the obligation of environmental pollution control
to pollution-control enterprises so that the latter can perform such
tasks on behalf of the former by signing contracts with and paying
fees for the third-party governance of environmental pollution. The
introduction of market mechanisms has increased the scale,
specialization and efficiency of pollution control (Zhou C. H.
et al., 2019). The pollution rights trading system refers to the
incentives for enterprises to economize pollution rights indicators
in terms of technology improvements and pollution control on the
premise of implementing the management of pollutant discharge
permits and the total amount of pollutants discharged (Cheng et al.,
2016; Zheng Y. F. et al., 2021). This indicator can be used to measure
paid transfers between enterprises (Ye et al., 2020). The third-party
governance of environmental pollution and the pollution rights
trading system both have the introduction of market factors, the
promotion of public‒private cooperation, and the optimization of
resource allocation as their spiritual cores.

In the “Implementation Opinions on Promoting Third-Party
Governance of Environmental Pollution” (hereinafter referred to as
the Implementation Opinions) issued by China’s former Ministry of
Environmental Protection (MEP) in 2017, the cooperative
development of the third-party governance of environmental
pollution and pollution rights trading was proposed, the
participation of third-party governance units for pollution rights
trading was supported, the establishment and improvement of the
system for the paid use of pollution rights was encouraged, the pilot
programs of pollution rights trading were actively improved, and the
interests of different economic entities were regulated through the
market to create profit margins for third-party governance units.
The pollution reduction achieved by third-party control is credited
to the pollution rights account of the pollution unit, which acts as the
main body of trading and revenue from pollution rights. Third-party
governance units should be supported to reasonably share the
proceeds of the pollution rights trading of emission units
through contractual agreements. However, at present, China’s
current legislation and institutional design do not propose a
reasonable path through which third-party governance units can
actually participate in pollution rights trading (Ren, 2023).

The “quasi-co-owned relationship of pollution rights” refers to
the formation of a quasi-co-owned relationship of pollution rights
between pollution-discharging and pollution-control enterprises,
and the two parties agree to reasonably share the proceeds of
pollution rights trading according to a certain distribution ratio

(Ren, 2023). The form of co-ownership between pollution-
discharging and pollution-control enterprises is agreed upon
through a contract, and based on the reality in which pollution
discharge rights are shifting to paid use, the two parties can negotiate
the specific conditions of co-ownership on the basis of weighing
their interests, which may be either shareholding or joint
communion. In share-based sharing, the two parties agree on the
environmental service contract in terms of their respective shares of
pollution rights; for example, the two parties agree that the third-
party enterprise shall enjoy all or part of the surplus indicators
generated through its governance behaviors. In joint ownership,
pollution-discharging and pollution-control enterprises do not
divide the shares of pollution rights; instead, they jointly enjoy
rights and assume obligations. Based on the quasi-co-owned legal
relationship of pollution discharge rights, third-party pollution-
control enterprises can prevent failure in terms of adhering to
environmental service contracts due to the arbitrary disposition
of pollution discharge rights by pollution-discharging enterprises,
and pollution-discharging enterprises can urge third-party
enterprises to adhere to contracts by assuming the corresponding
responsibilities. Therefore, the quasi-co-owned relationship of
pollution rights is key for achieving synergy between the third-
party governance of environmental pollution and the pollution
rights trading system.

Based on the quasi-co-owned relationship of pollution rights, by
clarifying the behavioral strategies of stakeholders such as pollution-
discharging enterprises, pollution-control enterprises and local
governments, the optimal path for third-party governance
enterprises to participate in pollution rights trading can be
explored, and the synergy between the third-party governance of
environmental pollution and the system of pollution rights trading
can be realized, which is of great theoretical significance and
practical value for further promoting the effective governance of
environmental pollution in China.

2 Literature review

The results related to this study involve four main aspects.
First, studies on the third-party governance mechanism of

environmental pollution have been conducted. Environmental
pollution risk has the characteristics of fluidity and uncertainty
and being able to cross time space, which has led to institutional
limitations in terms of the national and market governance
mechanisms of environmental pollution, and there is an urgent
need to construct a third-party governance mechanism for
environmental pollution (Wu et al., 2023). With the support and
promotion of the government, enterprises, citizens and social groups
(Cao et al., 2021), China adopted the third-party governance model
of environmental pollution in 2013. The study of the third-party
governance model of environmental pollution in China involves two
main aspects. First, in terms of the definition of third-party
governance responsibilities for environmental pollution, some
scholars have pointed out that in the current environmental
liability system centered around the responsibility of polluting
enterprises, pollution-discharging enterprises and third-party
pollution-control enterprises are faced with unclear
responsibilities (Tang et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2023; Zhou, 2023),
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unclear legal provisions (Ren, 2021; Ren, 2022), and the imperfect
distribution of obligations (Wang, 2020) as well as other problems.
Wu et al. (2022) proposed that administrative responsibility for
environmental management and civil liability for environmental
torts should be defined based on the transfer and burden of the

actual control rights of pollution risk. Zahar (2019) suggested that
the polluter pay the principle to correct market failures and the
social injustices created by transferring the costs of pollution from
the public to pollution-discharging enterprises while reducing the
amount of pollution generated, all the while ensuring that the

TABLE 1 Division and definition of ecological and environmental pollution tort liability in the third-party governance model of environmental pollution.

Situation Both parties are at fault Neither party is at
fault

The pollution-discharging
enterprise is at fault, but
the pollution-control

enterprise is not at fault

The pollution-discharging
enterprises is not at fault,
but the pollution-control

enterprise is at fault

Division of
responsibility

The two parties jointly bear the tort
liability, and the pollution-
discharging enterprise has no right
to claim compensation

The two parties jointly
receive government rewards
according to the distribution
coefficient

The pollution-discharging enterprise
bears the tort liability and has no right to
recover from the pollution-control
enterprise

The pollution-control enterprise bears
the tort liability, and the pollution-
discharging enterprise may claim
compensation from the pollution-
control enterprise

TABLE 2 Behavioral strategy combinations and benefits for pollution-discharging enterprises, pollution-control enterprises and local governments.

Strategy combination Gains of pollution-
discharging enterprises

Gains of pollution-control
enterprises

Gains of local
governments

(complying with cooperation, active pollution
control, active supervision)

R − p1E + βS + αp2B + A p1E − c1E + (1 − β)S + (1 − α)p2B +D H − S +M − C

(complying with cooperation, active pollution
control, passive supervision)

R − p1E + αp2B p1E − c1E + (1 − α)p2B H − T

(complying with cooperation, passive
pollution control, active supervision)

R − p1E + S + A + V p1E − c2E − F −D − V F − S − C −H

(complying with cooperation, passive
pollution control, passive supervision)

R − p1E + V p1E − c2E − V −H − T

(violating cooperation, active pollution
control, active supervision)

R − p1E1 − F − A p1E1 − c1E + S +D −H + F − C − S

(violating cooperation, active pollution
control, passive supervision)

R − p1E1 p1E1 − c1E1 −H − T

(violating cooperation, passive pollution
control, active supervision)

R − p1E1 − βF − A p1E1 − c2E1 − (1 − β)F −D F −H − C

(violating cooperation, passive pollution
control, passive supervision)

R − p1E1 p1E1 − c2E1 −H − T

TABLE 3 Eigenvalues of partial equilibrium points.

Equilibrium point Eigenvalue λ1 Eigenvalue λ2 Eigenvalue λ3 Sign of real part Stability
judgment

K1(0, 0, 0) p1E1 − p1E + V c2E1 − c1E1 F + T − C (×,−,+) Unstable

K2(0, 0, 1) S + 2A + V + βF + p1E1 − p1E S + 2D + (1 − β)F + c2E1 − c1E1 C − F − T (×,×,−) Uncertain

K3(0, 1, 0) αp2B + S + 2A + p1E1 − p1E c1E1 − c2E1 F + T − S − C (×,+,+) Unstable

K4(0, 1, 1) βS + αp2B + 2A + F + p1E1 − p1E −S − 2D − (1 − β)F + c1E1 − c2E1 S + C − F − T (×,×,−) Uncertain

K5(1, 0, 0) p1E − p1E1 − V c2E − c1E + (1 − α)p2B + V F + T − S − C (×,×,+) Unstable

K6(1, 0, 1) −S − 2A − V − βF + p1E − p1E1 −βS + c2E − c1E + (1 − α)p2B + S + 2D + V + F S + C − F − T (×,×,−) Uncertain

K7(1, 1, 0) −αp2B − S − 2A + p1E − p1E1 c1E − c2E − (1 − α)p2B − V −S − C + T +M (×,×,+) Unstable

K8(1, 1, 1) −βS − αp2B − 2A − F + p1E − p1E1 βS + c1E − c2E − (1 − α)p2B − S − 2D − V − F S + C − T −M (×,×,−) Uncertain

Note: “×” indicates that the sign of the real part cannot be determined.
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principle is adhering to such regulations. Li (2019) and Tang et al.
(2020a) proposed defining criminal liability in the third-party
management of environmental pollution based on the results of
corporate environmental credit evaluation and by screening the
identity of “polluters,” respectively. Moreover, Huang et al. (2023)
designed a reward and punishment distribution incentive
mechanism based on the “principle of sharing responsibility,”
which promotes trust and cooperation between pollution-
discharging and third-party governance enterprises. Second, in
terms of the specific practice of the third-party governance of
environmental pollution, Hu (2021) proposes that at the level of
institutional improvement, the government’s responsibility for the
process supervision of environmental governance projects should be
clarified, and that at the level of practice promotion, the main
position of state-owned enterprises in the third-party governance
of environmental pollution should be further clarified. In the face of
the risk of third-party governance failure, a more standardized
incentive system design is needed (Lv et al., 2019), and thus, a
sound and effective incentive mechanism has been established (Han
et al., 2020); however, excessive incentives are not conducive to
improving governmental regulatory agencies’ own performance
(Wei et al., 2022), and hence, scholars have proposed formulating
and dynamically and progressively implementing a third-party
environmental pollution governance fiscal policy, which is
conducive to improving the market mechanism of third-party
pollution management (Zhou W. J. et al., 2019). In addition, the
punishment mechanism is also essential. For example, Xu et al.
(2019) proposed that the government use punishment as its main
regulatory measure and dynamically adjust punishment for illegal
behavior in a timely manner according to the degree of perfection of
the third-party environmental pollution governance system.

Second, studies on the pollution rights trading system have been
conducted. In 1975, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
began to experiment with an economic incentive method, which
is now known as the pollution rights trading system (Tietenberg,
1998). In essence, this system is a tool for solving environmental
problems through the design of property rights. Many scholars have
conducted research on the feasibility of such a pollution rights

trading system. According to Coase (1960), the most effective way in
which to solve the problem of environmental pollution is to provide
a mechanism for clarifying environmental property rights,
conducting transactions in the market and solving environmental

FIGURE 1
Evolutionary trajectory of K8(1, 1, 1).

FIGURE 2
Impact of changes in B on three bodies behavior. (A) Pollution-
discharging enterprises. (B) Pollution-control enterprises. (C) Local
governments.
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pollution through the relationship between transaction costs and
property rights arrangements. This point of view has thus been the
embryonic thought of environmental property rights theory.
Crocker et al. (1996) further studied the relationship between
environmental pollution and property rights by combining the
theory of property rights with the management of air pollution;
they argued that air pollution can be effectively controlled by
clarifying property rights and made preliminary suggestions for
the management of air pollution from the perspective of property
rights. Dales (1968) proposed the concept of “pollution rights
trading” when studying the means of eliminating the property
rights of water pollution issues and believed that changing the
nontradable property rights system to a tradable property rights
system would be more helpful in solving the pollution problem.
Montgomery (1972) analyzed the difference between pollution
rights and traditional pollution control means from the
perspective of costs and benefits and proved that the efficiency
level of the pollution rights trading system is greater than that of

traditional means of pollution control. Moreover, Stavins (1995)
conducted a more rigorous analysis of the pollution trading system
and clarified the trading content. Hahn et al. (1989) revealed the
relationship between the implementation effect of the pollutant
discharge permit trading system and the initial distribution of
pollutant discharge permits. Furthermore, Solomon (1999)
considered the potential contribution of new institutional
economics to pollution rights trading; for example, new
institutional economics was used to develop theoretical insights
and a series of predictions on the performance of the pollution rights
trading system.

In recent years, the Chinese government and scholars have also
paid great attention to and studied the pollution rights trading
system. Song et al. (2015) and Tang et al. (2020b) suggested that the
pollution rights trading system, as a means of environmental
governance, is designed to incentivize enterprises to achieve the
goal of sustained reductions in pollution emissions and to improve

FIGURE 3
Impact of changes in p2 on the behavior of two bodies. (A)
Pollution-discharging enterprises. (B) Pollution-control enterprises.

FIGURE 4
Impact of changes in α on the behavior of two bodies. (A)
Pollution-discharging enterprises. (B) Pollution-control enterprises.
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their production technology and total factor productivity through
market-based means. Zeng et al. (2020) constructed an empirical
analysis framework at the microenterprise level based on empirical

data from 478 thermal power plants and found that the pollution
rights trading system has a positive impact on carbon dioxide
emission reductions in Chinese power plants. Using data from
Guangdong Province, Cheng et al. (2016) found that the
pollution rights trading system can significantly reduce nitrogen
dioxide and nitrogen oxide emissions in Guangdong Province. Luo
et al. (2022) used the data of Chinese A-share listed companies in the
Shanghai and Shenzhen stock exchanges during the period
2003–2014; they used the pilot policy of pollution rights trading
in 2007 as a natural experiment and discussed the effect of this pilot
policy on the promotion of the green technology innovation of
enterprises. The empirical research has shown that pollution rights
trading policy can significantly promote the green technology
innovation of enterprises in pilot areas. Yao et al. (2022) used the
quasinatural experiment of the difference method to assess the
impact of the pollution rights trading system on SO2 emissions
in China based on the panel data of 285 cities in China from 2004 to
2018 and found that the pollution rights trading system has a

FIGURE 5
Impact of changes in S on the behavior of three bodies. (A)
Pollution-discharging enterprises. (B) Pollution-control enterprises.
(C) Local governments.

FIGURE 6
Impact of changes in F on the behavior of two bodies. (A)
Pollution-discharging enterprises. (B) Pollution-control enterprises.
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significant effect on SO2 emissions. Furthermore, Zhang et al. (2020)
used the difference-in-differences method to assess the impact of the
pollution rights trading system on carbon emission reductions and
found that this effect is particularly prominent in the economically
developed eastern region.

Third, studies on the rationality of the participation of third-
party environmental pollution-control enterprises in pollution
rights trading have been conducted. The third-party control of
environmental pollution means that pollution-discharging
enterprises pay fees in accordance with contracts and that
professional environmental service companies carry out pollution
control (Tang, 2021), using market means to take social capital as
the main source of pollution control investment. In theory, the
third-party governance of environmental pollution and pollution
rights trading system both follow the operational logic of
introducing market factors, promoting public‒private
cooperation, and achieving the optimal allocation of resources. In
reality, the institutional designs of the third-party governance of

environmental pollution and rights trading are both compatible and
different (Ren, 2023). For pollution-discharging enterprises, in
third-party governance, cooperation with pollution-control
enterprises can help them transfer their obligation toward
pollution control, but the benefits obtained by pollution-control
enterprises are essentially the operational and environmental
benefits obtained by pollution-discharging enterprises through
their business activities; moreover, there is a zero-sum game
relationship between pollution-discharging and pollution-
control enterprises. The Implementation Opinions propose a
reasonable agreement between pollution-discharging and
pollution-control enterprises to share pollution emission rights
trading proceeds through enhancing the effectiveness of
environmental pollution control and economizing the
pollution rights indicators. This agreement can provide both
sides with the opportunity to obtain a larger number of
benefits by virtue of pollution rights trading, breaking the
single fixed mode of cooperation and then moving from the

FIGURE 7
Impact of changes in β on the behavior of two bodies. (A)
Pollution-discharging enterprises. (B) Pollution-control enterprises.

FIGURE 8
Impact of changes in D on the behavior of two bodies. (A)
Pollution-discharging enterprises. (B) Pollution-control enterprises.
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zero-sum game to a cooperative game. Therefore, it is reasonable
for third-party governance enterprises to participate in pollution
rights trading (Ren, 2023).

Fourth, in the application of methodology, as an important
theoretical tool of information economics, evolutionary game theory
breaks through the assumption of complete rationality in traditional
game theory and can be more reasonably used to describe various
game interactions in the real world on the premise of bounded
rationality. In the process of strategy selection, the result of
equilibrium is to reach the equilibrium state through continuous
trial and error, adjustment and improvement. Many scholars have
applied the advantages of bounded rationality and an evolutionarily
stable strategy in the study of third-party governance models of
environmental pollution. For example, Peng et al. (2020)
constructed a tripartite evolutionary game model consisting of
local governments, polluters and environmental service providers
in the process of environmental governance to capture the

interaction mechanism among the three. Liu et al. (2023)
constructed an evolutionary game model consisting of four
parties—small and medium-sized livestock farmers, third-party
enterprises, consumers, and local governments—and concluded
that the main factors affecting third-party recycling and
treatment include government regulation and market demand for
environmental protection and organic fertilizers. Sun et al. (2023)
constructed a tripartite groundwater ammonia nitrogen pollution
control evolution game model for wastewater-discharging
enterprises, third-party treatment enterprises and local
governments, and the results of the study showed that setting a
reasonable reward and punishment allocation coefficient is the basis
for advancing the proactive pollution control of wastewater-
discharging enterprises and third-party treatment enterprises and
that the changing revenue from pollution rights trading is the key
factor influencing the strategic choices of the three parties. Zhou W.
J. et al. (2019) constructed a tripartite evolutionary game model of

FIGURE 9
Impact of changes in C on the behavior of local governments.

FIGURE 10
System evolution trajectory at S � 0.

FIGURE 11
Impact of changes in p2 on the behavior of two bodies when
S � 0. (A) Pollution-discharging enterprises. (B) Pollution-control
enterprises.
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local governments, polluting enterprises and third-party enterprises
and concluded that strengthening relevant fiscal policies, reducing
the risks of polluting enterprises and third-party enterprises, and
improving the benefits to local governments are conducive to
promoting third-party environmental pollution governance in
China. Zheng J. J. et al. (2021) constructed stochastic differential
cooperation Stackelberg and cooperative game models for
environmental pollution control between pollution-discharging
enterprises and third-party control enterprises under the external
supervision and incentives of the local government, providing a
decision-making basis for the construction of a third-party
governance mechanism for environmental pollution. Huang et al.
(2023) constructed a signaling game model between the government
and governance enterprises based on prospect theory and studied
how the government adopts effective supervision strategies to
differentiate and regulate third-party governance enterprises with
different technology levels in the market. Furthermore, Zou et al.

(2023) used the third-party governance of environmental pollution
under the incentive and constraint mechanism as the research object
and constructed a game model involving pollution-discharging
enterprises, third-party environmental service providers and local
governments; they found that there a moral hazard is present in
pollution-discharging enterprises and third-party governance
enterprises and that the incentive and constraint mechanism can
avoid the occurrence of this moral hazard to a certain extent.

The abovementioned literature has the following limitations. 1) At
present, some scholars have paid attention to the importance of
promoting the synergy between the third-party treatment of
environmental pollution and the pollution rights trading system but
have focused mainly on the institutional basis and practical reasons for
the participation of third-party pollution-control enterprises in
pollution rights trading (Ren, 2023); moreover, no scholars have
been able to explicitly propose specific ways in which to realize the
synergy between the two. 2) Current studies on the third-party
governance of environmental pollution (Zhou C. H. et al., 2019; Wu
et al., 2023) and pollution rights trading systems (Zeng et al., 2020; Yao
et al., 2022) are abundant, but in terms of the path of third-party
pollution-control enterprises in participating in pollution rights trading,
there are only a relatively small number of qualitative jurisprudential
studies (Ren, 2023), and no scholars have yet quantitatively studied the
reasonable path through which third-party pollution-control
enterprises actually participate in pollution rights trading. 3) In
terms of the definitions of responsibility for pollution-discharging
enterprises and third-party pollution-control enterprises, existing
scholars have noted that how to divide responsibilities (Tang et al.,
2019; Zhou, 2023) and how to define these responsibilities remain
unclear (Wu et al., 2023); additionally, scholars have proposed solutions
such as the “polluter pays principle” (Zahar, 2019) and the “principle of
sharing responsibility” (Huang et al., 2023), but these means have not
completely solved the problem of defining third-party governance
responsibilities for environmental pollution. 4) In terms of the study
of the operation of the third-party governance model, existing studies
have considered the importance and significance of government
subsidies (Huang et al., 2023), fiscal policies (Zhou W. J. et al.,
2019), etc., but no scholars have studied how to maintain stable
cooperation between pollution-discharging enterprises and third-
party pollution-control enterprises when government subsidies
are withdrawn.

In summary, the theoretical contributions of this study are as
follows: 1) In this study, the “principle of no-fault liability” is
introduced, the environmental pollution control responsibilities of
pollution-discharging enterprises and pollution-control enterprises
are clearly defined, and then a reward and punishment distribution
mechanism between pollution-discharging enterprises and pollution-
control enterprises is designed. Both parties share rewards and bear
penalties in a certain proportion to guide and strengthen the
cooperative relationship between them. 2) Based on the “quasi-co-
owned relationship of pollution rights,” this study designs a revenue-
sharing mechanism for pollution rights trading between pollution-
discharging enterprises and pollution-control enterprises. In other
words, pollution-discharging enterprises and pollution-control
enterprises can agree in advance on a revenue-sharing scheme of
pollution rights acceptable to both parties in the environmental
pollution treatment agreement, and both parties share the revenue
of pollution rights trading in a certain proportion. Thus, the interests of

FIGURE 12
Impact of changes in B on the behavior of two bodies when S � 0.
(A) Pollution-discharging enterprises. (B) Pollution-control
enterprises.
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both parties are further linked to form a relationship of mutual
supervision and ultimately realize the synergy between the third-
party governance of environmental pollution and the pollution
rights trading system and promote the effective management of
environmental pollution. 3) In this study, evolutionary game theory
is introduced to the collaborative study of the third-party governance of
environmental pollution and the pollution rights trading system, and a
tripartite evolutionary game model consisting of pollution-discharging
enterprises, pollution-control enterprises and local governments is
constructed to explore the behavioral choices and interaction
relationships of the three entities in the process of environmental
pollution governance. This study provides a reference for further
improving the third-party governance model of
environmental pollution.

3 Model construction and analysis

3.1 Path analysis

The participation of third-party pollution-control enterprises in
pollution rights trading can realize the connection between the third-
party control of environmental pollution and the pollution rights
trading system (Ren, 2023). To achieve synergy between the third-
party control of environmental pollution and the pollution rights
trading system, the participation of third-party pollution-control
enterprises in pollution rights trading must act as the bridge. First,
clarifying the distribution of rights and responsibilities between
pollution-discharging and pollution-control enterprises is the
primary prerequisite for supporting the participation of third-party
pollution-control enterprises in pollution rights trading. Therefore,
the “principle of no-fault liability” is introduced in the process of
government supervision to clearly define the pollution control
responsibility of pollution-discharging and third-party pollution-
control enterprises. Second, based on the “principle of no-fault
liability,” a reward and punishment distribution mechanism is
designed to connect the interests of pollution-discharging
enterprises with those of pollution-control enterprises to form a
mutually supervised relationship (Huang et al., 2023). Finally,
based on the quasireal attribute of pollution rights (Cheng et al.,
2016), pollution-discharging and third-party pollution-control
enterprises form a quasi-co-owned relationship of pollution
discharge rights according to legal relationships environmental
treatment agreements. A revenue-sharing mechanism for pollution
discharge trading is designed according to the specific performance of
both parties in the pollution control process and the transfer income
of surplus pollution rights indicators. By setting a reasonable profit
sharing coefficient for pollution rights trading, we can encourage
third-party pollution-control enterprises to participate in pollution
rights trading and ultimately realize the institutional coordination of
third-party environmental pollution control and pollution
rights trading.

3.2 Method introduction

As an important theoretical tool of information economics,
evolutionary game theory breaks through the assumption of

complete rationality in traditional game theory and can be more
reasonably used to describe various game interactions in the real
world on the premise of bounded rationality. In the decision-making
process, the participants in the game will not fully consider all
possible strategies and outcomes but will follow the principles of
feasibility and satisfaction. Each participant will comprehensively
consider multiple factors and continuously learn and adjust their
decision-making behavior in a timely manner according to changes
in the external environment, ultimately achieving a stable state and
achieving long-term equilibrium.

A three-way game is a game involving three independent
decision makers, each of which has its own set of strategies and
corresponding payoffs. The construction and analysis process of the
tripartite evolutionary game model is as follows: Firstly, it is
necessary to clarify the strategic space of each decision maker,
that is, to determine all possible strategies that pollution-
discharging enterprises, pollution-control enterprises and local
governments can choose. Secondly, the interactions among
pollution-discharging enterprises, pollution-control enterprises
and local governments are clarified. On this basis, parameter
assumptions are made, and then the income payment matrix is
constructed to describe the income of each decision maker under
different strategy combinations. Thirdly, based on the income
payment matrix, the expected gains and average expected gains
of pollution-discharging enterprises, pollution-control enterprises
and local governments when choosing corresponding strategies are
calculated, and the dynamic equation of tripartite replication is
established. Finally, the replication dynamic equation is solved, and
the stability of the equilibrium point of the tripartite evolutionary
game system is evaluated.

3.3 Model assumptions

Hypothesis 1: The game subjects in this study are pollution-
discharging enterprises, pollution-control enterprises and local
governments, all of which are bounded-rational subjects under
the influence of unavoidable factors such as insufficient
information, asymmetry, and limited individual knowledge. The
three game subjects achieve dynamic equilibrium through
continuous learning, adaptation, and imitation, and the strategy
selection gradually becomes optimal over time.

Hypothesis 2: The strategies that pollution-discharging
enterprises can adopt include those of “complying with
cooperation” and “violating cooperation.” “Complying with
cooperation” refers to the signing of environmental service
contracts between pollution-discharging and pollution-control
enterprises and the payment of treatment fees to pollution-
control enterprises based on the actual pollution control
situation. The production revenue of the pollution-discharging
enterprise is set to R, and the pollutant output is set to E. When
pollution-discharging enterprises abide by cooperation rules, they
entrust all the pollutants to pollution-control enterprises for
treatment, and the treatment price for each unit of pollutants in
the market is p1. At this time, the entrustment cost of the pollution-
discharging enterprise is p1E. In addition, pollution-discharging
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enterprises also obtain additional reputation gains by actively
responding to national policies and protecting the ecological
environment A. The term “violating cooperation” refers to the
behavior of pollution-discharging enterprises that secretly
discharge some pollutants to reduce the cost of entrustment.
When pollution-discharging enterprises violate such
cooperation, the actual entrusted amount of pollutants is E1,
and the stealthy emission amount of the pollution-discharging
enterprise is E − E1. At this time, this situation brings some
pollution into the ecological environment, and pollution-
discharging enterprises also suffer reputation loss as a result,
which is denoted as −A.

Hypothesis 3: The strategies that pollution-control enterprises can
adopt include “active pollution control” and “passive pollution
control.” When pollution-control enterprises actively control
pollution, they adopt means such as increasing investment in
environmental control technologies. At this time, the unit control
cost of the pollution-control enterprises is c1. The adoption of
advanced control technologies by pollution-control enterprises to
actively control pollution generates surplus pollution rights
indicators, which are set to B. Based on the “quasi-co-owned
relationship of pollution rights,” the two parties agree on the use
of an environmental service contract to reasonably share the
proceeds of pollution rights trading at a certain distribution ratio.
The sharing coefficient of proceeds from pollution rights trading is
α(0< α< 1), and the trading price of each unit of pollution rights in
the market is p2. Therefore, the revenue from pollution rights
trading obtained by pollution-discharging enterprises is αBp2,
and the gain from pollution rights trading to pollution-control
enterprises is (1 − α)Bp2. In addition, pollution-control
enterprises obtain additional reputation gains from social
recognition and government policy preferences D. However,
when pollution-control enterprises are passive in terms of
pollution control, they reduce their unit treatment costs by
hiding their degree of effort, which is denoted as c2; in reality,
c2 < c1, and at this time, the environmental pollution problem
cannot be completely controlled, there is no surplus pollution
emission rights quotas, and pollution-control enterprises suffer
reputation losses −D.

Hypothesis 4: The strategies that local governments can adopt
include “active supervision” and “passive supervision.” When the
local government actively supervises, if pollution-discharging
enterprises choose to abide by cooperation, then the local
government rewards them with a certain reward, βS, where
β(0< β< 1) is the reward and punishment distribution coefficient
and S is a special fund subsidy or preferential tax reward provided by
the governmental regulatory department. If the pollution-
discharging enterprise chooses to violate this cooperation, then
the local government punishes it, with the penalty being βF.
Similarly, when pollution-control enterprises actively control
pollution, the local government also rewards them with an
incentive of (1 − β)S. When a pollution-control enterprise is
passive in terms of pollution control, the local government
punishes it in the amount of (1 − β)F. When local
governments actively supervise, they adopt active incentive
policies and punishment measures to determine the

distribution coefficient of rewards and punishments based on
the specific behavior and effects of pollution-discharging and
pollution-control enterprises. At this time, local governments
incur certain regulatory costs, which are recorded as C. When
local governments passively supervise, they cancel the incentive
measures and incur no regulatory costs.

Hypothesis 5: When pollution-discharging and pollution-control
enterprises both earnestly perform environmental service contracts
and actively control pollution, regardless of whether the local
government chooses active or passive supervision, they obtain
corresponding social benefits due to the improvement of the
ecological environment H, and the higher-level government also
provides policy support to local governments, denoted as M.
However, when moral hazard occurs to any of the pollution-
discharging enterprises or pollution-control enterprises, as a
result, the pollutants are not completely controlled, and local
governments, in the absence of supervision or in the presence of
negative supervision, are subject to administrative accountability
T from the higher-level government. In general, it is believed that
the policy support for local governments provided by higher-
level governments is greater than the sum of the supervision costs
and incentive policy expenditures of local governments; that is,
M>C + S (Huang et al., 2023).

Hypothesis 6: Regarding the attribution of environmental
pollution control responsibility, the “principle of no-fault
liability” is used to define responsibility. Table 1 shows the
specific situation classification and responsibility definition.
When the pollution-discharging enterprise is at fault but the
pollution-control enterprise is not at fault, the pollution-
discharging enterprise bears the full penalty, and the pollution-
control enterprises receives the full reward. When the pollution-
control enterprise is at fault but the pollution-discharging enterprise
is not at fault, the pollution-control enterprise bears the full penalty,
and the pollution-discharging enterprise receives the full reward. In
addition, the pollution-discharging enterprise can claim
compensation from the pollution-control enterprise according to
the environmental service contract, which is recorded as V. When
neither the pollution-discharging enterprise nor the pollution-
control enterprise is at fault, the two parties receive the
corresponding rewards according to the distribution ratio of
rewards to punishments. When the pollution-discharging
enterprise and the pollution-control enterprise are both at fault,
both parties bear the corresponding punishment according to the
abovementioned ratio.

Hypothesis 7: In the game process among pollution-discharging
enterprises, pollution-control enterprises and local governments,
the probability that pollution-discharging enterprises adopt the
strategy of “complying with cooperation” is x, and the probability
of them adopting the “violating cooperation” strategy is 1 − x.
The probability of the pollution-control enterprise adopting the
“active pollution control” strategy is y, and that of it adopting the
“passive pollution control” strategy is 1 − y. The probability of
the local government adopting the “active supervision” strategy is
z, and the probability of it adopting the “passive supervision”
strategy is 1 − z. Here, 0≤ x≤ 1, 0≤y< 1, and 0≤ z≤ 1.
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Based on the above assumptions, the benefits for pollution-
discharging enterprises, pollution-control enterprises and local
governments under different behavioral strategies can be
obtained, as shown in Table 2.

3.4 Model construction

The pollution-discharging enterprise’s expected gain when
it chooses the “complying with cooperation” strategy is shown in
Eq. (1):

U1 � yz R − p1E + βS + αp2B + A( ) + y 1 − z( ) R − p1E + αp2B( )
+ 1 − y( )z R − p1E + S + A + V( )
+ 1 − y( ) 1 − z( ) R − p1E + V( )

(1)
The pollution-discharging enterprise’s expected gain when it

chooses the “violating cooperation” strategy is shown in Eq. (2):

U2 � yz R − p1E1 − F − A( ) + y 1 − z( ) R − p1E1( )
+ 1 − y( )z R − p1E1 − βF − A( ) + 1 − y( ) 1 − z( ) R − p1E1( )

(2)
The pollution-discharging enterprise’s average expected gain is

shown in Eq. (3):

�U � xU1 + 1 − x( )U2 (3)

The replicator dynamics equation of the constructed pollution-
discharging enterprise is as follows:

F x( ) � dx/dt � x 1 − x( ) yzβS + yαp2B + zS + 2zA(
−yzS − p1E + V − yV + yzF + zβF
−yzβF + p1E1) (4)

The pollution-control enterprise’s expected gain
when it chooses the “active pollution control” strategy is
shown in Eq. (5):

V1 � xz p1E − c1E + 1 − β( )S + 1 − α( )p2B +D[ ]
+ x 1 − z( ) p1E − c1E + 1 − α( )p2B[ ]
+ 1 − x( )z p1E1 − c1E1 + S +D( )
+ 1 − x( ) 1 − z( ) p1E1 − c1E1( ) (5)

The pollution-control enterprise’s expected gain when it
chooses the “passive pollution control” strategy is shown in Eq. (6):

V2 � xz p1E − c2E − F −D − V( ) + x 1 − z( ) p1E − c2E − V( )
+ 1 − x( )z p1E1 − c2E1 − 1 − β( )F −D[ ]
+ 1 − x( ) 1 − z( ) p1E1 − c2E1( ) (6)

The pollution-control enterprise’s average expected gain is
shown in Eq. (7):

�V � yV1 + 1 − y( )V2 (7)

The replicator dynamics equation of the constructed pollution-
control enterprise is as follows:

F y( ) � dy/dt

� y 1 − y( )( − xzβS − xc1E + xp2B − xαp2B + zS + 2zD

− c1E1 + xc1E1 + xc2E + xV + zF

− zβF+xzβF + c2E1 − xc2E1)
(8)

The local government’s expected gain when it chooses the
“active supervision” strategy is shown in Eq. (9):

W1 � xy H − S +M − C( ) + x 1 − y( ) F − S − C −H( )
+ 1 − x( )y −H + F − C − S( ) + 1 − x( ) 1 − y( ) F −H − C( )

(9)
The local government’s expected gain when it chooses the

“passive supervision” strategy is shown in Eq. (10):

W2 � xy H − T( ) + x 1 − y( ) −H − T( ) + 1 − x( )y −H − T( )
+ 1 − x( ) 1 − y( ) −H − T( ) (10)

The local government’s average expected gain is shown in
Eq. (11):

�W � zW1 + 1 − z( )W2 (11)

The replicator dynamics equation for the local government is
constructed as follows:

F z( ) � dz/dt
� z 1 − z( ) xyM − xS + xyS − yS − xyF + F − C + T( ) (12)

By combining Eqs 4, 8, 12, the three-dimensional replication
dynamic system of pollution-discharging enterprises, pollution-
control enterprises and local governments can be obtained as shown
in Eq. (13):

F x( ) � x 1 − x( ) yzβS + yαp2B + zS + 2zA − yzS − p1E + V(
−yV + yzF + zβF − yzβF + p1E1)

F y( ) � y 1 − y( )( − xzβS − xc1E + xp2B − xαp2B + zS + 2zD − c1E1

+ xc1E1 + xc2E + xV + zF − zβF + xzβF + c2E1 − xc2E1)
F z( ) � z 1 − z( ) xyM − xS + xyS − yS − xyF + F − C + T( )

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(13)

3.5 Model analysis

3.5.1 Pollution-discharging enterprise strategic
stability analysis

We take the first partial derivative of F(x) with respect to x to
obtain the Eq. (14):

F′ x( ) � 1 − 2x( ) yzβS + yαp2B + zS + 2zA − yzS − p1E(
+V − yV + yzF + zβF − yzβF + p1E1) (14)

We orderH(z) � yzβS + yαp2B + zS + 2zA − yzS − p1E + V−
yV + yzF + zβF + p1E1, and obtain the Eq. (15):

z0 � −yαp2B + p1E − V + yV − p1E1

yβS + S + 2A − yS + yF + βF − yβF
(15)
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Proposition 1: When 0< z< z0 < 1, x* � 0 is an evolutionarily
stable strategy. When 0< z0 < z< 1, x* � 1 is an evolutionarily
stable strategy.

Proof: From the stability determination theorem of the
differential equation, when both F(x) � 0 and F′(x)< 0 are
satisfied, the strategic choice of the game subject is in a stable
state. Due to 0≤y≤ 1, H′(z) � dH(z)/dz> 0, and H(z) is an
incremental function of z; thus, when z � z0, H(z) � 0, and
F(x) � 0, indicating that all the strategies are in a stable state
under these conditions and that the evolutionary stable strategy
of the pollution-discharging enterprise cannot be determined at this
moment. When 0< z< z0 < 1, H(z)< 0, F′(x)|x�0 < 0, and
F′(x)|x�1 > 0; at this time, x* � 0 is an evolutionarily stable
strategy. When 0< z0 < z< 1, H(z)> 0, F′(x)|x�1 < 0, and
F′(x)|x�0 > 0; at this time, x* � 1 is an evolutionarily stable strategy.

Proposition 1 shows that the behavioral choices of pollution-
discharging enterprises are influenced by the behavioral strategy of
local governments. When the probability of local governments’
active supervision is low, pollution-discharging enterprises tend to
choose the strategy of “violating cooperation.” When the probability
of local governments’ active supervision is higher than a certain level,
pollution-discharging enterprises tend to choose the strategy of
“complying with cooperation.” Intensified supervision by local
governments is conducive to encouraging pollution-discharging
enterprises to adhere to their environmental service contracts with
third-party control enterprises and actively participate in environmental
pollution control.

3.5.2 Pollution-control enterprises’ strategic
stability analysis

We take the first partial derivative of F(y) with respect to y to
obtain the Eq. (16):

F′ y( ) � 1 − 2y( )( − xzβS − xc1E + xp2B − xαp2B + zS + 2zD

− c1E1 + xc1E1 + xc2E

+ xV+zF − zβF + xzβF + c2E1 − xc2E1)
(16)

We orderW(z) � −xzβS − xc1E + xp2B − xαp2B + zS+ 2zD −
c1E1 + xc1E1 + xc2E + xV + zF − zβF + xzβF + c2E1 − xc2E1 and
obtain the Eq. (17):

z0 � xc1E − 1 − α( )xp2B + c1E1 − xc1E1 − xc2E − xV − c2E1 + xc2E1

x βF − βS( ) + S + 2D + F − βF

(17)

Proposition 2: When 0< z< z0 < 1, y* � 0 is an evolutionarily
stable strategy. When 0< z0 < z< 1, y* � 1 is an evolutionarily
stable strategy.

Proof: Because W′(z) � dW(z)/dz> 0, W(z) is an incremental
function of z, when z � z0, W(z) � 0, and F(y) � 0, indicating that
under this condition, all the strategies are in a stable state; at this
moment, the evolutionary stable strategy of the pollution-control
enterprise cannot be determined. When 0< z< z0 < 1, W(z)< 0,
F′(y)|y�0 < 0, and F′(y)|y�1 > 0; at this time, y* � 0 is an
evolutionarily stable strategy. When 0< z0 < z< 1, W(z)> 0,
F′(y)|y�1 < 0, and F′(y)|y�0 > 0; at this time, y* � 1 is an
evolutionarily stable strategy.

Proposition 2 shows that the behavioral strategies of third-party
pollution-control enterprises are influenced by the behavioral
strategies of local governments. When the degree of probability
of active supervision by the local government is less than a certain
level, pollution-control enterprises tend to choose the passive
pollution control strategy. When the degree of probability of
active supervision by the local government is high, pollution-
control enterprises tend to choose the active pollution control
strategy. Therefore, the active performance of local governments’
regulatory function is conducive to promoting stable and mutual
trust cooperative relationships between pollution-discharging and
pollution-control enterprises in the third-party governance model of
environmental pollution.

3.5.3 Analysis of local government
strategic stability

We take the first partial derivative of F(z) with respect to z to
obtain the Eq. (18):

F′ z( ) � 1 − 2z( ) xyM − xS + xyS − yS − xyF + F − C + T( ) (18)

We order G(x) � xyM − xS + xyS − yS − xyF + F − C + T
and obtain the Eq. (19):

x0 � yS + C − F − T

y M + S − F( ) − S
(19)

Proposition 3: When 0< x< x0 < 1, z* � 1 is an evolutionarily
stable strategy. When 0< x0 <x< 1, z* � 0 is an evolutionarily
stable strategy.

Proof: We take the first partial derivative of G(x) with respect to
x to obtain G′(x) � yM − (1 − y)S − yF. In this case, the
monotonicity of the partial derivative cannot be directly
determined; therefore, we first take the partial derivative of G′(x)
with respect to S and obtain that G′(x) is a monotonically
decreasing function of S. Thus, by calculation, when S>yM −
yF/1 − y and G′(x) � dG(x)/dx< 0, G(x) is the decreasing
function of x. Under this premise, when x � x0, G(x) � 0, and
F(z) � 0 is obtained, indicating that all the strategies are stable
under these conditions and that the evolutionary stable strategy of
the local government cannot be determined at this moment. When
0< x< x0 < 1, G(x)> 0, F′(z)|z�0 > 0, and F′(z)|z�1 < 0; at this time,
z* � 1 is an evolutionarily stable strategy. When 0< x0 < x< 1,
G(x)< 0, F′(z)|z�0 < 0, and F′(z)|z�0 > 0; at this time, z* � 0 is
an evolutionarily stable strategy.

Proposition 3 shows that the choice of behavioral strategy of
the local government is influenced by the behavioral strategy of
pollution-discharging enterprises. When the probability of
pollution-discharging enterprises voluntarily abiding by
cooperation is lower than a certain level, the local government
tends to choose the “active supervision” strategy. When the
probability of pollution-discharging enterprises voluntarily
abiding by cooperation is high, the local government relaxes
its supervision and is inclined to choose the “passive supervision”
strategy. Therefore, the voluntary performance of environmental
service contracts by pollution-discharging enterprises and
enhanced awareness of law-abiding cooperation are conducive
to the effective and rational allocation of government
administrative resources.
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3.5.4 Stability analysis of the equilibrium point of
the tripartite evolutionary game system

We order F(x) � 0, F(y) � 0, and F(z) � 0 and obtain the
following 8 pure-strategy equilibrium points:K1(0, 0, 0),K2(0, 0, 1),
K3(0, 1, 0), K4(0, 1, 1), K5(1, 0, 0), K6(1, 0, 1), K7(1, 1, 0), and
K8(1, 1, 1). According to the method proposed by Friedman
(1998), the stabilities of the 8 equilibrium points are determined
by analyzing the local stability of the Jacobian matrix of the
differential equation system. The corresponding Jacobian matrix

is as follows:J �
J11 J12 J13
J21 J22 J23
J31 J32 J33

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ �

∂F x( )
∂x

∂F x( )
∂y

∂F x( )
∂z

∂F y( )
∂x

∂F y( )
∂y

∂F y( )
∂z

∂F z( )
∂x

∂F z( )
∂y

∂F z( )
∂z

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, where

J11 � 1 − 2x( ) yzβS + yαp2B + zS + 2zA − yzS(
−p1E + V − yV + yzF + zβF − yzβF + p1E1)

J12 � x 1 − x( ) zβS + αp2B − zS − V + zF − zβF( )
J13 � x 1 − x( ) yβS + S + 2A − yS + yF + βF − yβF( )
J21 � y 1 − y( ) −zβS − c1E + p2B − αp2B + c1E1 + c2E + V + zβF − c2E1( )
J22 � 1 − 2y( ) −xzβS − xc1E + xp2B − xαp2B + zS + 2zD(

−c1E1 + xc1E1 + xc2E + xV + zF − zβF + xzβF + c2E1 − xc2E1)
J23 � y 1 − y( ) −xβS + S + 2D + F − βF + xβF( )
J31 � z 1 − z( ) yM − S + yS − yF( )
J32 � z 1 − z( ) xM + xS − S − xF( )
J33 � 1 − 2z( ) xyM − xS + xyS − yS − xyF + F − C + T( )

According to the Lyapunov stability determination rule, when
all the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix are negative real numbers,
that is, when λ1 < 0, λ2 < 0, and λ3 < 0, and are simultaneously
satisfied, the corresponding equilibrium point is a stable point.
When at least one eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix is a positive
real number, the corresponding equilibrium point is a saddle point.
When the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix are all positive real
numbers, the corresponding equilibrium point is an unstable point.
Substituting the 8 partial equilibrium points into the Jacobianmatrix
and based on the assumptions above, we obtain the eigenvalues
corresponding to each equilibrium point, as shown in Table 3.

As shown in Table 3, there are four possible stable situations in
the game system composed of pollution-discharging enterprises,
pollution-control enterprises and local governments:

1) When S + 2A + V + βF<p1E − p1E1 and
S + 2D + (1 − β)F< c1E1 − c2E1, K2(0, 0, 1) is the only
evolutionary stable point of the system, i.e., (violating
cooperation, passive pollution control, active supervision).

2) When βS + αp2B + 2A + F<p1E − p1E1 and
S + 2D + (1 − β)F> c1E1 − c2E1, K4(0, 1, 1) is the only
evolutionarily stable point of the system, i.e., (violating
cooperation, active pollution control, active supervision).

3) When S + 2A + V + βF>p1E − p1E1 and
(1 − β)S + (1 − α)p2B + 2D + V + F< c1E − c2E, K6(1, 0, 1)
is the only evolutionarily stable point of the system,
i.e., (complying with cooperation, passive pollution control,
active supervision).

4) When βS + αp2B + 2A + F>p1E − p1E1 and
(1 − β)S + (1 − α)p2B + 2D + V + F> c1E − c2E, K8(1, 1, 1)
is the only evolutionarily stable point of the system
i.e., (complying with cooperation, active pollution control,
active supervision).

A comparison of the above four situations reveals that the
behavioral strategy choices of pollution-discharging enterprises,
pollution-control enterprises and local governments are related to
the differences between the gains and expenditures. When
pollution-discharging enterprises consciously abide by the
environmental service contract signed by pollution-control
enterprises and the sum of the benefits such as pollution rights
trading income, government rewards and good enterprise
reputation obtained by actively participating in environmental
pollution control is greater than the benefits obtained by
pollution-discharging enterprises violating cooperation and
stealing discharge, pollution-discharging enterprises eventually
choose the “complying with cooperation” strategy. When
pollution-control enterprises actively control pollution, the sum
of the gains from pollution rights trading, government subsidies,
and reputation are greater than the control costs, and pollution-
control enterprises eventually choose the “active pollution control”
strategy. When the policy support and administrative accountability
of local governments at higher levels of government are greater than
the sum of local governments’ supervisory costs and subsidy
expenditures, local governments ultimately choose the “active
supervision” strategy.

4 Simulation analysis

The above analysis of the stable situation reveals that the
equilibrium situation at each stable point may be established
when certain conditions are met. However, considering practical
significance and practical needs, this study further conducts
numerical simulation analysis on the optimal equilibrium state
K8(1, 1, 1) to explore the influence of key parameters on the
behavioral strategy selection of each game participant to achieve
the ideal state of compliance and cooperation of pollution-
discharging enterprises, active pollution control of pollution-
control enterprises, and active supervision of local governments.
Based on the replication dynamic equations and stability conditions
of the above game subjects, combined with the status of the third-
party governance models of environmental pollution in China and
with reference to the studies by Huang et al. (2022) and Zheng
J. J. et al. (2021) the initial values of the parameters in this study are
set as E � 55, E1 � 43, p1 � 2, p2 � 4, A � 6, c1 � 1.7, c2 � 1.3,
B � 6, α � 0.5, D � 3, β � 0.5, S � 4, F � 5, C � 6, M � 11, T � 8,
and V � 6, and the initial probabilities of the three game agents are
x0 � 0.5, y0 � 0.5, and z0 � 0.5. Numerical simulation is performed
using MATLAB 2016b, and the simulation results are shown
in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 1, when the initial degree of willingness of
pollution-discharging enterprise, pollution-control enterprise and
local government to participate is 0.5, it is found through numerical
simulation that the system ultimately evolves to the ideal stable state
of x � 1, y � 1, and z � 1, that is, the asymptotic stabilization point
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K8(1, 1, 1), as mentioned above, under certain conditions.
Specifically, when the sum of benefits such as pollution rights
trading income, government subsidies and good reputation
obtained by the cooperation between pollution-discharging
enterprises and pollution-control enterprises is greater than the
sum of the costs and benefits they obtained by illegal discharge,
pollution-discharging enterprises choose the “complying with
cooperation” strategy. When the sum of the benefits of active
pollution control is greater than that of the benefits of passive
pollution control, pollution-control enterprises ultimately choose
the “active pollution control” strategy. When local governments
actively fulfill their supervisory functions and the sum of social
benefits and policy support from higher levels of government from
improving the ecological environment is greater than the negative
losses of administrative accountability and loss of credibility suffered
by them when they are not active in pollution control, local
governments tend to choose the “active supervision” strategy. In
view of this, this study numerically regulates the relevant influencing
factors and tries to find the critical and feasible paths that affect the
system to achieve the ideal state.

4.1 Surplus pollution rights indicators B

Active cooperation between pollution-discharging enterprises
and pollution-control enterprises in environmental pollution
control is helpful for improving the effect of pollution control
and increasing the surplus of pollution rights indicators.
According to the quasi-co-owned relationship of pollution rights,
due to the increase in the number of the indicators of surplus
pollution rights, the total gains for both parties also increase.
Therefore, as rational economic persons, pollution-discharging
enterprises and pollution-control enterprises comprehensively
consider their respective benefits, costs and other factors and
ultimately make their own strategic choices. Keeping the other
parameters unchanged, the numerical regulation of the saved
pollution rights indicators B is set to 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 to
observe the changes in the behavioral choices of pollution-
discharging enterprises, pollution-control enterprises, and local
governments, and the results are shown in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 2A, as B increases in increments of 1 unit
each time, pollution-discharging enterprises are inclined to choose
the “complying with cooperation” strategy, but the rate at which the
probability converges to 1 increases. Specifically, when B≤ 3, the
probability of pollution-discharging enterprises choosing to abide by
cooperation converging at 1 is 14; when B � 4, the convergence time
is 9; when B � 5, the convergence time is 6; and when B � 7, the
convergence time is 2. First, against the background of the current
environmental policy, if pollution-discharging enterprises do not
take active pollution control measures or even secretly discharge,
resulting in environmental pollution and damage, then they face
greater penalties. Therefore, the enthusiasm of pollution-
discharging enterprises for governance is relatively high, and
thus, their strategic selection has always stably converged to
“complying with cooperation.” Second, due to active participation
in pollution control, the number of the remaining pollution rights
indicators increase, and correspondingly, the gains of pollution-
discharging enterprises also increase. The larger the number of

remaining pollution rights indicators there are, the more active
the pollution-discharging enterprises in participating in pollution
control; therefore, the probability of them choosing the “complying
with cooperation” strategy converges to 1 in an increasingly fast
manner. This finding shows that the larger the number of surplus
pollution rights there are, the more likely the strategic selection of
pollution-discharging enterprises is to be improved.

As shown in Figure 2B, when B< 3, that is, when the number of
surplus pollution rights indicators is low, pollution-control
enterprises tend to choose the “passive pollution control” strategy.
When B> 3, the strategic choice of pollution-control enterprises
changes from “passive pollution control” to “active pollution
control”. In addition, as B increases in increments of 1 unit each
time, the probability of pollution-control enterprises choosing the
“active pollution control” strategy converging to 1 becomes
increasingly fast. The reason for this is that the benefits obtained
by pollution-control enterprises come mainly from the
environmental service fees paid by pollution-discharging
enterprises. This single and fixed cooperation mode leads to a
relatively simple profit structure. Based on the interest linkage
mechanism of the quasi-co-owned relationship of pollution rights,
pollution-control enterprises share the pollution rights indicators
saved by pollution-discharging enterprises, which also become a new
source of benefits for pollution-control enterprises. However, when
the value of the saving pollution rights indicator is relatively low, it
has a small incentive effect on pollution-control enterprises and
cannot improve their enthusiasm. When the value of the saving
pollution rights indicator increases to a certain extent, it has a
relatively large incentive effect on pollution-control enterprises,
which can effectively improve their strategy choice, and the
system reaches a stable state, K8(1, 1, 1). Therefore, an increase in
the number of surplus pollution rights indicators can effectively
improve the behavioral choices of pollution-control enterprises.

Combined with Figures 2A, B, it can be seen that when B< 3,
that is, the surplus pollution rights indicators are relatively small, the
pollution-discharging enterprises receive less income from pollution
rights trading, which leads to the low enthusiasm of the pollution-
discharging enterprises to participate in environmental pollution
control cooperation. However, because the behavior of pollution-
control enterprises is affected by the behavior of pollution-
discharging enterprises and the surplus pollution rights indicators
are too small, the income of pollution-control enterprises decreases,
which directly leads to the negative participation of pollution-
control enterprises in pollution control cooperation.

When the surplus pollution rights indicators increase to a
certain extent, for example, when B≥ 6, pollution-discharging
enterprises use more pollution rights indicators in market
transactions, which directly increases the income of pollution-
discharging enterprises and further strengthens their enthusiasm
for participating in pollution control cooperation. Meanwhile, the
behavior of pollution-control enterprises is jointly affected by the
behavior of pollution-discharging enterprises and the index surplus
pollution rights indicators. The income of pollution-control
enterprises has also improved. Therefore, driven by the goal of
profit maximization, the behavior of pollution-control enterprises
has also undergone positive changes, their strategy choice has
steadily converged to “active pollution control”, and the system
has evolved to an ideal state.
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As shown in Figure 2C, for local governments, even though
pollution-discharging enterprises and pollution-control enterprises
actively cooperate to control environmental pollution, with the
increase in the number of surplus pollution rights indicators, the
enthusiasm of local governments for supervision has always been
very high. The reason for this is that the fundamental goal of local
governments is to effectively control environmental pollution and
maximize the overall welfare of society, and thus, effective
supervision is essential.

In summary, an increase in the number of surplus pollution
discharge rights indicators can increase the total income of both
pollution-discharging enterprises and pollution-control enterprises.
Regarding limited rational economic personnel, the main purpose of
pollution-discharging enterprises and pollution-control enterprises
is to increase profits. Therefore, the increase in the surplus pollution
discharge rights indicators not only increases the total profits of both
parties but also improves the strategic choices of pollution-
discharging enterprises and pollution-control enterprises, which
is conducive to promoting a positive cooperative relationship
between pollution-discharging enterprises and pollution-control
enterprises and promoting the evolution of the system to the
ideal state. In addition, an increase in surplus pollution discharge
rights indicators has a greater impact on the behavioral choices of
pollution-control enterprises.

4.2 Trading price of pollution rights per unit
in the market p2

The market trading price of pollution rights trading is another
important factor that affects the benefits brought about by pollution
rights trading. Due to the increase in the trading price of pollution
rights trading per unit in the market, the total benefits obtained by
pollution-discharging enterprises and pollution-control enterprises
as a result increases, which may affect the behavioral strategy
selection of both parties. Keeping the other parameters
unchanged, the numerical regulation of the market trading price
of pollution rights trading per unit is p2, with values of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
observing the behavioral changes in pollution-discharging
enterprises and pollution-control enterprises; the results are
shown in Figure 3.

As shown in Figure 3A, as the trading price of each unit of
pollution rights in the market increases, the strategic choice of
pollution-discharging enterprises is always “complying with
cooperation,” but the convergence rate changes. Specifically,
when p2 ≤ 2, although pollution-discharging enterprises’ strategy
choice ultimately converges to “complying with cooperation,” the
convergence time is 13; when p2 � 5, the number of pollution-
discharging enterprises choosing the “complying with cooperation”
strategy convergence time is 2; therefore, the higher the transaction
price is, the faster the rate of convergence to 1. The reason for this is
that the increase in the market price per unit of pollution right
transaction price causes the pollution-discharging enterprise’s
income to increase accordingly, and thus, the enterprise tends to
choose the “complying with cooperation” strategy. This finding
shows that the higher the market price of pollution rights is, the
more it can improve the strategy choice of pollution-discharging
enterprises.

As shown in Figure 3B, when p2 < 2, that is, when the trading
price of each unit of pollution rights in the market is low, the
probability of the pollution-control enterprise choosing the “active
pollution control” strategy converges to 0, and at this moment, the
strategy of the pollution-control enterprise is “passive pollution
control.” When p2 ≥ 2, the strategy selection of the pollution-
control enterprises changes from “passive pollution control” to
“active pollution control,” but there are large differences in the
convergence time. When p2 � 2, the convergence time for the
selection of “active pollution control” is 14; when p2 � 3, the
convergence time is 7; and when p2 � 5, the convergence time is
2. In short, the higher the trading price of pollution rights is, the
faster the convergence speed of pollution-control enterprises in
choosing the “active pollution control” strategy. The reason for
this is that based on the quasi-co-owned relationship of pollution
rights, an increase in the trading price of pollution rights also
increases the total revenue of pollution-control enterprises;
therefore, the strategy of pollution-control enterprises is improved.

Combined with Figures 3A, B, it can be seen that when p2 < 3,
that is, the market trading price of pollution rights trading per unit is
low, the pollution-discharging enterprises will receive less income
through pollution rights trading, which leads to their weak
enthusiasm for participating in environmental pollution control
cooperation. However, as the behavior of pollution-control
enterprises is affected by the behavior of pollution-discharging
enterprises, the enthusiasm of pollution-control enterprises for
participating in environmental pollution control cooperation is
low. In addition, the market trading price of pollution rights
trading per unit is too low, which also leads to a low income
distribution for pollution-control enterprises. Therefore, when the
market trading price of pollution rights trading per unit is too low,
the initiative of pollution-control enterprises to participate in
pollution control is low.

With the gradual increase in the market trading price of
pollution rights trading per unit, for example, when p2 ≥ 4, the
market trading price of pollution rights trading per unit is higher,
and pollution-discharging enterprises are very satisfied with their
own profits, which makes themmore active in participating in third-
party cooperation in environmental pollution control. The behavior
of pollution-control enterprises is jointly affected by the behavior of
pollution-discharging enterprises and the market trading price of
pollution rights trading per unit, and the income of pollution-
control enterprises has also improved. Therefore, driven by the
goal of profit maximization, the behavior of pollution-control
enterprises has undergone positive changes, and the system has
finally evolved to an ideal state.

In summary, an increase in the trading price of each unit of
pollution rights in the market can simultaneously increase the total
income of pollution-discharging enterprises and pollution-control
enterprises, improve the strategic choice of pollution-discharging
enterprises and pollution-control enterprises, and thus help
strengthen the cooperative relationship between pollution-
discharging enterprises and pollution-control enterprises in
environmental pollution control and promote the evolution of
the system to an ideal state. In addition, an increase in the
trading price of each unit of pollution rights in the market has a
greater impact on the behavioral choices of pollution-control
enterprises.
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4.3 Revenue-sharing coefficient of pollution
rights trading α

The Implementation Opinions clearly point out that the
participation of third-party governance units in the trading of
pollution rights is supported, and the interests of different
economic subjects are adjusted through the market to create
profit margins for third-party governance units. However, in
China’s current legislation and institutional design, there is no
reasonable path through which to support the actual
participation of third-party governance units in the trading of
pollution rights. In view of this, on the premise of the quasi-co-
owned relationship of pollution rights, this study proposes that
pollution-discharging enterprises and third-party pollution-control
enterprises can reasonably share the pollution rights trading
proceeds of emission units through the agreement of
environmental service contracts and explores how the value of
the sharing coefficient of pollution rights trading proceeds should
be set. To study the influence of the sharing coefficient of pollution
rights trading proceeds on the evolution of the system, keeping the
other parameters unchanged, only the sharing coefficient α is
numerically regulated at 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8;
additionally, the changes in the behavioral choices of the pollution-
discharging enterprises and pollution-control enterprises are
observed, and the results are shown in Figure 4.

As shown in Figures 4A, B, when α≤ 0.2, the sharing coefficient
of the proceeds from pollution rights trading is low, the behavior of
pollution-discharging enterprises shows an irregular oscillatory state
without a stable state, and the probability of them choosing the
“complying with cooperation” strategy is less than 0.5. This is
because when the sharing coefficient is low, the benefit shared by
pollution-discharging enterprises is far lower than that shared by
pollution-control enterprises. As a result, the income distribution is
unreasonable, so pollution-discharging enterprises tend to choose
the strategy of “violating cooperation”. Moreover, because the
behavior of pollution-control enterprises is affected by the
behavior of pollution-discharging enterprises and unreasonable
income distribution, the change in the behavior of pollution-
control enterprises also shows an irregular oscillation state and
cannot reach a stable state. When α≤ 0.2, the sharing coefficient of
the proceeds from pollution rights trading is too low for pollution-
discharging enterprises and too high for pollution-control
enterprises. The income from pollution rights trading shared by
pollution-discharging enterprises is much lower than that shared by
pollution-control enterprises, and the probability of voluntary
cooperation by pollution-discharging enterprises is reduced,
resulting in moral hazard and the failure of stable and effective
cooperation between pollution-discharging enterprises and
pollution-control enterprises.

When 0.3< α≤ 0.6, the strategic choice of pollution-discharging
enterprises changes from “violating cooperation” to “complying
with cooperation.” In addition, when α increases by 0.1 units
each time, the probability of pollution-discharging enterprises
choosing the “complying with cooperation” strategy converges to
1 at an increasingly fast rate. When 0.5≤ α≤ 0.6, the convergence
time is 3. At the same time, as the behavior of pollution-control
enterprises is affected by the behavior of pollution-discharging
enterprises, the strategy choice of pollution-control enterprises

also changes, from “passive pollution control” to “active pollution
control.” In addition, when α increases by 0.1 units each time, the
probability of pollution-control enterprises choosing the “active
pollution control” strategy converges to 1 at an increasingly
faster rate.

However, when α> 0.6, with the further increase in α, the rate
of pollution-discharging enterprises converging to the
“complying with cooperation” strategy decreased significantly,
and the rate of pollution-control enterprises converging to the
“active pollution control” strategy decreases significantly. For
example, when α � 0.8, the convergence time for pollution-
discharging enterprises to converge to the “complying with
cooperation” strategy is 6, and the convergence time for
pollution-control enterprises to converge to the “active
pollution control” strategy is 9. This is because when the
sharing coefficient is too high, the income shared by
pollution-discharging enterprises is much greater than that
shared by pollution-control enterprises, and the income
obtained by the two sides is too wide, which results in a
decrease in the enthusiasm of pollution-control enterprises to
participate in pollution control cooperation. Affected by the
decline in the cooperation enthusiasm of pollution-control
enterprises, the enthusiasm of pollution-discharge enterprises
to participate in pollution control cooperation also declines,
which eventually leads to the phenomenon of negative
evolution of the strategic choices of both sides. Therefore, for
pollution-discharge enterprises and pollution-control
enterprises, the revenue sharing coefficient of pollution rights
trading should be set within the range of [0.5, 0.6].

In summary, the assumption that pollution-discharging enterprises
and third-party pollution-control enterprises reasonably share the
proceeds of pollution discharge units’ pollution rights trading
through environmental service contracts is tenable. When the
revenue-sharing coefficient of pollution rights trading α is set at
[0.5, 0.6], both pollution-discharging enterprises and pollution-
control enterprises are satisfied with their respective income. As
limited-rational economic people, the main purpose of pollution-
discharging enterprises and pollution-control enterprises is to pursue
the maximization of benefits. Therefore, the two sides will actively
cooperate in environmental pollution control, and the system will
evolve to an ideal state.

4.4 Special subsidies for environmental
pollution control established by local
governments S

Subsidies are a common incentive method used by the
government to regulate and control the behavior of enterprises
and play a certain role in incentivizing pollution-discharging and
pollution-control enterprises. As rational economic personnel,
pollution-discharging and pollution-control enterprises
comprehensively consider special subsidies for environmental
pollution control, pollution control costs and other factors to
ultimately make their own strategic choices, keep the other
parameters unchanged, and conduct numerical control on special
subsidies S for environmental pollution control set up by local
governments, which are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. The changes in the
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behavior choices of pollution-discharging enterprises, pollution-
control enterprises and local governments are observed, and the
results are shown in Figure 5.

As shown in Figure 5A, when S≤ 3, that is, when the special
subsidies for environmental pollution control established by local
governments are low, the probability of pollution-discharging
enterprises choosing the “complying with cooperation” strategy
converges to 0; at this time, the strategy of the pollution-discharging
enterprises is “violating cooperation.” When S≥ 4, the strategic choice
of pollution-discharging enterprises changes from “violating
cooperation” to “complying with cooperation.” In addition, as S
increases in increments of 1 unit each time, pollution-discharging
enterprises always choose to cooperate, and the rate at which the
probability converges to 1 is also accelerated. The reason for this is that
when the subsidy from the local government is relatively low, the gains
received by pollution-discharging enterprises are not enough to
compensate for the fees and costs they pay. At this time, out of the
consideration of benefit maximization, pollution-discharging
enterprises go against cooperating, and the system degenerates to
K2(0, 0, 1), an unfavorable state. When the subsidy of local
governments increases to a certain level, the benefits that pollution-
discharging enterprises receive are greater than their costs, and these
enterprises are inclined to choose “complying with cooperation”. As S
continues to increase, the revenue of pollution-discharging enterprises is
also increasing, and thus, the rate at which the probability converges to
1 becomes significantly faster, and the system evolves to the ideal state of
K8(1, 1, 1). This finding shows that local government subsidies
effectively improve the strategic choices of pollution-discharging
enterprises.

As shown in Figure 5B, when S≤ 3, the strategy of pollution-control
enterprises is “passive pollution control.” When S≥ 4, the strategic
choice of pollution-control enterprises changes from “passive pollution
control” to “active pollution control.” In addition, with S increasing in
increments of 1 unit each time, pollution-control enterprises always
choose to actively control pollution, and the rate at which the
probability converges to 1 is also accelerated. The reason for this is
that the subsidies of local governments have changed the single profit
structure of pollution-control enterprises, and the strategic choice of
these enterprises is greatly influenced by pollution-discharging
enterprises. When the subsidy is low, the enthusiasm of pollution-
discharging enterprises for participating in cooperation is low, and the
two sides cannot achieve a stable cooperative relationship, resulting in
low levels of cooperation among pollution-control enterprises exist;
however, when the subsidy is high, both sides of the benefits increase to
a greater extent, and thus, pollution-control enterprises tend to choose
the “active pollution control” strategy. This finding shows that local
government subsidies are helpful for improving the strategic choices of
pollution-control enterprises.

As shown in Figure 5C, for local governments, an increase in
subsidies does not change their behavioral strategy choices, and local
governments always choose the “active supervision” strategy. The
ultimate goal of local governments is to achieve effective and proper
control of environmental pollution and to maximize the overall welfare
of society rather than to make a profit. Therefore, local governments
adopt the incentive policy of subsidies; with an increase in S, the
probability of local governments choosing “active supervision”
converges to 1, and the rate of performance decreases slightly. The
reason for this is that an excessively large subsidy increases the degree of

financial burden placed on local governments. Therefore, subsidy
intensity should not be set too high.

In summary, local government subsidies can effectively improve
the behavior of pollution-discharging and pollution-control
enterprises, helping the system achieve an ideal state.

4.5 Amount of penalty by local
governments F

The constraint mechanism is also a common means through
which the government can regulate the behavior of enterprises.
Forced by government punishment, pollution-discharging and
pollution-control enterprises may change their behavioral
strategy. The other parameters are kept unchanged, and local
governments’ punishment amount F is considered to observe the
changes in the behavioral choices of pollution-discharging and
pollution-control enterprises; the results are shown in Figure 6.

As shown in Figure 6A, when F< 5, that is, when the punishment
of local governments is relatively small, the strategic choice of pollution-
discharging enterprises stably converges to “violating cooperation.”
When F≥ 5, the strategic choice of pollution-discharging enterprises
changes from “violating cooperation” to “complying with cooperation”.
As F increases by an increment of 1 unit each time, the probability of
pollution-discharging enterprises “complying with cooperation”
converges to 1 also accelerates. The reason for this is that when the
punishment of the local government is at a relatively low level, the
income obtained by pollution-discharging enterprises is greater than the
sum of their expenses and costs, and these enterprises dare to take risks
and have moral hazard. When the punishment of governments
increases to a certain extent, if pollution-discharging enterprises still
choose “violating cooperation,” there is a large loss, and the sum of the
costs and fines paid by pollution-discharging enterprises are far greater
than the income obtained by pollution-discharging enterprises. At this
time, pollution-discharging enterprises, as rational economic actors,
naturally change their strategy.

As shown in Figure 6B, when F< 5, pollution-control
enterprises tend to choose the “passive pollution control”
strategy. When F≥ 5, pollution-control enterprises are inclined to
choose the “active pollution control” strategy, and as F increases by
1 unit each time, the probability of pollution-control enterprises
choosing “active pollution control” converging to 1 is also
accelerating, which is determined by the extent to which the
penalties of local governments bring about losses for pollution-
control enterprises.

In summary, the penalties of local governments can effectively
improve the strategic choices of pollution-discharging and
pollution-control enterprises.

4.6 Reward and punishment distribution
coefficient β

On the basis of defining the responsibilities of pollution-
discharging and pollution-control enterprises, a reasonable
reward and punishment distribution mechanism is determined
according to the actual behavior of the two parties to promote
stable cooperation between them for the more effective control of
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environmental pollution. To study the influence of the reward and
punishment distribution coefficient on system evolution, the reward
and punishment distribution coefficient β is numerically adjusted to
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 while keeping the other parameters
unchanged, and behavioral changes in pollution-discharging and
pollution-control enterprises are observed. The results are shown
in Figure 7.

As shown in Figures 7A, B, when β< 0.3, for pollution-
discharging enterprises, the distribution coefficient of rewards
and punishments is relatively low; that is, the local government’s
rewards and punishments for pollution-discharging enterprises
are small, and the benefits obtained by pollution-discharging
enterprises from illegal discharge are much higher than their
costs and losses. At this time, pollution-discharging enterprises
dare to take risks and seek more economic benefits, so pollution-
discharging enterprises tend to choose “violating cooperation.”
However, for pollution-control enterprises, local governments
at this time gave them a large degree of reward and punishment,
resulting in an enormous disparity in benefits for both sides.
Affected by the negative behaviors of pollution-discharging
enterprises, pollution-control enterprises were not very active
in participating in pollution control cooperation, resulting in
the convergence of the strategy choice of pollution-control
enterprises to “passive pollution control.” Therefore, the
distribution coefficient of rewards and punishments is too
low to promote a stable cooperative relationship between
pollution-discharging enterprises and pollution-control
enterprises.

When β> 0.3, as the distribution coefficient of rewards and
punishments increases by 0.1 units each time, the strategy choice
of pollution-discharging enterprises changes from “violating
cooperation” to “complying with cooperation,” and the
convergence speed gradually accelerates. Moreover, due to
changes in the behavior of pollution-discharging enterprises,
the strategies of pollution-control enterprises also change. Its
strategy choice changes from “passive pollution control” to
“active pollution control,” and with the continuous increase in
β, its probability converges to 1 faster and faster. This is because
with the increase in the distribution coefficient of rewards and
punishments, pollution-discharging enterprises are more active
in participating in pollution control cooperation. Driven by the
goal of profit maximization and the desire to avoid punishment
by local governments, pollution-discharging enterprises actively
cooperate with pollution-control enterprises. Therefore, affected
by the behavior of pollution-discharging enterprises, pollution-
control enterprises will actively fulfill the content of
environmental control agreements and adopt active pollution
control strategies.

With reference to Figures 7A, B, the critical value of the
reward and punishment distribution coefficient is (0.3, 0.4].
When the reward and punishment distribution coefficient is
lower than this critical value, the system degenerates to a
negative status of K2(0, 0, 1). It can be seen from the above
analysis that the reasonable setting of the reward and
punishment distribution coefficient is an effective measure
for promoting the establishment of a stable cooperative
relationship between pollution-discharging and pollution-
control enterprises.

4.7 Reputation gains of pollution-
discharging enterprises A, reputation gains
of pollution-control enterprises D

To study the effect of reputation gains on the behavior of
pollution-discharging and pollution-control enterprises, while
keeping other parameters constant, their respective reputation
gains are controlled to observe the behavioral changes of both
parties. The results are shown in Figure 8, respectively.

As shown in Figure 8A, when A< 6, the reputation gains
obtained by pollution-discharging enterprises are relatively small,
and their strategic selection stably converges to the “violating
cooperation” strategy. When A≥ 6, the strategic choice of
pollution-discharging enterprise changes to “complying with
cooperation.” With the gradual increase in A, the probability of
there being convergent effects on pollution-discharging enterprises
choosing the “complying with cooperation” strategy also gradually
accelerates. The probability of pollution-discharging enterprises
choosing the “complying with cooperation” strategy is positively
correlated with the reputation gains they receive because when these
enterprises abide by cooperation with pollution-control enterprises
and actively participate in pollution control, they achieve potential
gains, such as the trust of the public and the support of the
government, which are conducive to enhancing the market
competitive advantage of and improving the economic benefits of
these enterprises. Therefore, an increase in reputational benefits has
a positive impact on the behavioral choices of pollution-discharging
enterprises and has a positive effect on promoting the evolution of
the system to an ideal state. As shown in Figure 8B, an increase in
reputational benefits also has a positive effect on pollution-control
enterprises. In summary, increasing the reputation gains of
pollution-discharging and pollution-control enterprises is
conducive to the stable operation of the third-party governance
model of environmental pollution.

4.8 Regulatory costs for local
governments C

As the main regulator of environmental pollution control, the
government’s main purpose is to promote cooperation among
pollution-discharging and pollution-control enterprises and
actively carry out pollution control, but certain supervision costs
are incurred in the supervision process. While keeping the other
parameters constant, only the size C is regulated, and the results are
shown in Figure 9.

As shown in Figure 9, when C≤ 12, the strategic choice of local
governments always converges to “active supervision.” When
C≥ 14, the strategic choice of local governments changes to
“passive supervision.” The reason for this is that when the
supervision costs of local governments are above a certain level,
the financial burden is heavy, which causes the irrational allocation
of government administrative resources. At this time, governments’
degree of enthusiasm for supervision inevitably declines, resulting in
the absence of supervision. Therefore, governments must control the
cost of supervision at a relatively appropriate level.

Excessive government subsidies easily lead to price distortion
and market deformity. When a market develops to a certain stage, it
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is imperative to reduce the subsidy or even withdraw it altogether.
Therefore, as presented below, after the withdrawal of government
subsidies, changes in the third-party governance market for
environmental pollution emerge. Keeping the other parameters
constant, let the government subsidy S � 0; the simulation results
are shown in Figure 10.

As shown in Figure 10, when a government subsidy is
withdrawn, the third-party governance model of environmental
pollution cannot be maintained, and the system degenerates to
the undesirable state of K2(0, 0, 1). This type of environmental
pollution control model that relies on government subsidies is
obviously not a long-term strategy. Therefore, this study
considers starting with a trading mechanism based on the quasi-
co-owned relationship of pollution rights to overcome the
current dilemma.

4.9 Adjustment of the price per unit of
pollution rights trading in the market after
the withdrawal of government subsidies

After the withdrawal of government subsidies, pollution-
discharging and pollution-control enterprises have one less
source of income. Therefore, the trading price of each unit of
pollution rights in the market is directly related to the total
income of both parties. On the basis of S � 0 and the original
pollution rights trading revenue distribution mechanism; other
parameters are kept unchanged; the trading price of each unit of
pollution right in the market is regulated such that it is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
or 7; and the behavioral changes in pollution-discharging and
pollution-control enterprises are observed; the results are shown
in Figure 11.

With reference to Figure 11, it can be seen that when p2 < 6,
pollution-discharging enterprises tend to choose the strategy of
“violating cooperation,” and pollution-control enterprises tend to
choose the strategy of “passive pollution control.” At this time, the
system is in the unfavorable state ofK2(0, 0, 1). The reason for this is
that as the indicators of surplus pollution rights remain unchanged,
the gains from the trading of pollution rights are not enough to
compensate for the sum of the costs and expenses paid by the two
parties. Therefore, the cooperative relationship between the two
parties cannot be maintained. When p2 ≥ 6, that is, when the market
trading price of pollution rights increases to a certain level, the
strategic choices of pollution-discharging and pollution-control
enterprises both undergo benign changes, achieving the desired
effect. This finding shows that after the withdrawal of
government subsidies, it is necessary only to set the market
trading price of pollution rights at a reasonable level to promote
the long-term and stable operation of the cooperative relationship
between pollution-discharging and pollution-control enterprises.

4.10 After the withdrawal of government
subsidies, the remaining pollution rights
indicators are adjusted

The amount of surplus pollution rights is also directly related to
the total revenue of pollution-discharging and pollution-control

enterprises. On the basis of S � 0 and the original distribution
mechanism of pollution rights trading proceeds, the other
parameters are kept unchanged, the pollution rights indicators of
savings are regulated, and the behavioral changes in pollution-
discharging and pollution-control enterprises are observed; the
results are shown in Figure 12.

With reference to Figure 12, it can be seen that when B< 8,
pollution-discharging enterprises tend to choose the strategy of
“violating cooperation,” pollution-control enterprises tend to
choose the strategy of “passive pollution control,” and the system
is in an unfavorable state. When B≥ 9, the strategic choices of
pollution-discharging and pollution-control enterprises improve,
and the system evolves to an ideal state. Specifically, when the
market trading price of pollution rights is unchanged, expanding the
total amount of surplus pollution rights trading indicators is
conducive to increasing the total gains for both parties. In view
of this, it is possible to adjust the earnings of pollution-rights-trading
enterprises by appropriately increasing the capacity of the indicators
for pollution rights trading indicators to achieve stable cooperation
between the two sides and promote the effective control of
environmental pollution.

5 Conclusion and policy suggestions

This study takes the realization of the connection between the
third-party governance of environmental pollution and the
pollution rights trading system as the breakthrough point; clearly
defines the responsibilities of pollution-discharging and pollution-
control enterprises; explores the innovative form of the quasi-co-
owned relationship of pollution rights in third-party governance;
constructs a tripartite evolutionary game model composed of
pollution-discharging enterprises, pollution-control enterprises
and local governments; analyses the stability of the strategies of
the three parties; solves eight equilibrium points and analyses their
stability conditions according to the Lyapunov stability
determination theorem; and simulates the influence of the
relevant parameters on the subject’s strategy selection via
MATLAB. The main research conclusions are presented below.

(1) The behavioral strategies of pollution-discharging enterprises,
pollution-control enterprises and local governments are
comprehensively affected by a variety of factors, and the
decisions of the three actors affect each other. The keys to
making the system evolve toward the ideal state are to narrow
the gap between the gains from illegal and unauthorized
discharges by pollution-discharging enterprises, the gains
from hiding the level of effort by pollution-control
enterprises, and other comprehensive opportunity gains.

(2) The proceed-sharing mechanism of pollution rights trading,
agreed upon based on the quasi-co-owned relationship of
pollution rights, can effectively promote the establishment of
a stable cooperative relationship between the two enterprise
parties. The system can be made to evolve to the desired
equilibrium point when the pollution rights trading price per
unit in the market reaches 4 or when the pollution rights
indicator of savings reaches 6. Notably, there exists a suitable
interval for the coefficient of benefit-sharing of pollution
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rights trading, and when it is set in the range of [0.5, 0.6], the
mechanism of benefit-sharing of pollution rights can have the
greatest effect and utility, and the synergy between the third-
party governance of environmental pollution and the
pollution rights trading system can be realized.

(3) In the reward and punishment distribution mechanism
designed based on the principle of no-fault liability, both
pollution-discharging enterprises and pollution-control
enterprises show stronger revenue sensitivity, and
neither insufficient incentives nor a low reward and
punishment distribution coefficient promote stable
cooperation among the two. The study shows that the
appropriate range of the reward and punishment
distribution coefficient is (0.3, 0.4]. In addition, the
potential reputation gains of pollution-discharging and
pollution-control enterprises have a positive effect on
their choices of behavioral strategies.

(4) When governments’ subsidy is withdrawn, under the
original pollution rights trading price and pollution
rights indicator, cooperation between the two
sides—pollution-discharging enterprises and pollution-
control enterprises—cannot continue to be maintained;
at this time, by increasing the total emission trading
revenue, the negative impact of the subsidy withdrawal
can be offset. When the pollution rights trading price of the
market reaches 6 or savings in the pollution indicator
reaches 9, the ideal equilibrium can be reached, and the
optimal interval of the sharing coefficient of pollution
rights trading gain is still [0.5, 0.6].

(5) The active performance of regulatory functions by local
governments can promote the formation of long-term and
stable cooperative relationships between pollution-
discharging and pollution-control enterprises. The intensity
of policy support, administrative accountability and
regulatory costs of the higher-level government have an
important impact on the behavior of local governments.

Based on the above conclusions, the following policy suggestions
are proposed.

(1) The entities involved in pollution emission rights trading
should be expanded to include third-party pollution-control
enterprises. Through the signing of environmental service
contracts, pollution-discharging enterprises and pollution-
control enterprises have formed quasi-co-owned
relationships regarding emission rights, with the specific
content of this relationship being determined by
negotiation between the two sides; additionally, these
contracts have supported third-party pollution-control
enterprises in participating directly in pollution rights
trading to promote the long-term development of the
environmental service industry with a stable profit margin.
Pollution-discharging enterprises and pollution-control
enterprises share income from pollution rights trading in a
certain distribution ratio so that the total income of both
parties is improved, the interests of both parties are further
connected, and a mutual supervision relationship is formed,
which is conducive to reducing the probability of moral

hazard occurrence for both parties. Through the trading of
pollution rights, the total income of pollution-discharging
enterprises and pollution-control enterprises can increase to
encourage both sides to form a stable cooperative relationship
of environmental pollution control and ultimately promote
the effective control of environmental pollution.

(2) After the revenue-sharing mechanism of pollution rights is
agreed upon, the revenue-sharing coefficient of pollution
rights should be set in the range of [0.5, 0.6]. However,
when the market situation changes, such as when the
pollution control cost of pollution-control enterprises, the
market trading price of pollution rights trading per unit, and
the production income of pollution-discharging enterprises
change, pollution-discharge enterprises and pollution-control
enterprises can dynamically adjust their environmental
pollution control agreements according to the actual
situation and agree on the revenue sharing coefficient of
pollution rights trading so that both parties can obtain
satisfactory results, thereby promoting the connection and
coordination of third-party governance and pollution rights
trading systems and jointly achieving long-term sustainable
development.

(3) In terms of the subjects involved in environmental
pollution control, the attribution of pollution control
responsibility should be clarified. After the
introduction of the third-party governance model, the
obligations and responsibilities of environmental
pollution control should be redistributed. To this end,
third-party pollution control enterprises can be listed as
participants in administrative control and public law
responsibilities according to the “principle of no-fault
liability.” The main responsibilities of third-party
pollution-control enterprises and pollution-discharge
enterprises should be further clarified, the performance
of pollution-discharge enterprises and pollution-control
enterprises should be focused on, targeted policies and
regulations should be formulated and introduced, and the
two sides should actively cooperate in environmental
pollution control and improve the construction of
pollution control facilities.

(4) Government subsidies should be considered in terms of
timely withdrawal. By adjusting the market trading price of
pollution rights trading or the capacity of pollution rights
indicators, the total benefit of pollution rights trading can be
increased to a certain extent to offset the negative impact of
the withdrawal of subsidies and activate the self-generated
dynamics of the market for the third-party control of
environmental pollution. Compared with pollution-
discharge enterprises, pollution-control enterprises are
more sensitive to income from pollution rights. Therefore,
the proportion of the distribution of the revenue from
pollution rights should be adjusted to pollution-control
enterprises to realize the synergy of the system of third-
party governance of environmental pollution and pollution
rights trading.

(5) In terms of the supervision system of local governments, local
governments should balance the relationship between
supervision costs and supervision benefits. On the one hand,
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local governments should strengthen the supervision of
environmental pollution control, incorporate environmental
pollution control into daily environmental inspection and grid
supervision, adopt a combination of random inspection and
routine inspection, and increase the supervision and inspection
of pollution-discharging enterprises and pollution control
enterprises. On the other hand, local governments should
control the supervision cost within a certain range; fully
utilize media, networks and other means; encourage the
public to actively participate in supervision; compensate for
the defects of local government supervision; and reduce the
supervision cost of local governments.

At the same time, higher-level governments should increase
policy support and administrative accountability for local
governments and urge local governments to actively perform
their environmental supervision duties. On the one hand, higher-
level governments can guide local governments to actively supervise
environmental pollution control by providing financial support and
tax incentives to local governments. On the other hand, the higher-
level government should actively normalize supervision and exploit
the advantages of the pressure accountability mechanism. We will
improve the performance evaluation system for local governments
to coordinate economic development with environmental
protection. In terms of the evaluation mechanism, more
quantifiable indicators such as environmental protection,
pollution remediation and resource conservation should be
incorporated into the performance evaluation system of local
governments, and the performance evaluation criteria based on
economic growth should be changed.
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